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1 Terms of Reference & Membership and Actions undertaken
1.1 Terms of Reference & Membership
The Advisory Committee shall consist of seven members:





Two Parish Councillors
Two Friends of Chorleywood Common nominees
Two Community Representatives
One Parish Ranger

The Advisory Committee is tasked to look at all possible sites in Chorleywood for both formal and informal play
equipment.
The Advisory Committee will report their findings to the Open Spaces Committee.
The members of the Advisory Committee are Councillors Watkins (Chairman) and Preedy, (alternate, Councillor Mrs
Boatman,) Mrs Hampton and Mr Hill (alternates Mr Varnals and Mr Warburg), Friends of Chorleywood Common,
Mrs Tyson, Chorleywood Mums (alternate Mrs Stanway), Mrs Larkin, Chorleywood Residents Association (Mrs
Naughton) alternate , and Mr Monahan, Senior Parish Ranger.

1.2 Actions Undertaken
In preparing this report the Advisory Committee has completed the following actions:







Met on 5th October and 22nd November to arrange the programme of work
Highlighted all potential locations and discussed the merits of each of them
Visited locations for site inspections at Chorleywood Common (18th October 2011), Chorleywood House
Estate (7th November 2011) and the Swillet play area (16th December 2011)
Sought police input from the PCSO Stabler and Anti-social Behaviour Officer Sibson regarding locations
identified on Chorleywood Common and Chorleywood House Estate (28th November 2011)
Reviewed the correspondence file held at the Parish Council Offices (22nd November, 3rd January 2012)
Met to formulate a report and recommendations for this report on 20th December and 3rd January 2012.

We wish to record our thanks to Mr Monahan and Mr Watts, Parish Rangers, Mr Venner (Friends of Chorleywood
House Estate) and the police representatives for their assistance.

2 Summary
Three Rivers District Council identified a need to provide additional play spaces for the community in the
Chorleywood area as part of their forward planning process a number of years ago. This funding (£95,000 plus
£2,500 per annum annual maintenance) is budgeted for financial year 2012 /13 and is due to be approved in
February 2012 with a consultation process due to start in March/April 2012.
This briefing document for Chorleywood Parish Council includes a more detailed review of potential locations across
the parish of Chorleywood for formal and informal play spaces. The Advisory Committee has adopted the general
approach of recording all considerations which might be relevant: we are not a decision-making body, and therefore
should not rule anything out by omitting to mention it. In some areas where explanation may be appropriate, this
briefing document will provide a wider context than specified in the terms of reference. The criteria considered
while preparing this assessment are shown in section 3.2 below.
The detailed analysis in this report describes both positive and negative attributes of all locations considered (See
Section 4.4.
The review performed suggests that the only realistic location options for a new play space are; Chorleywood
Common or the Chorleywood House Estate. Another alternative option for use of the Three Rivers District Council
funding would be to enhance the existing Swillet play space [See section 4.3 for discussion regarding this location].
Updating the Swillet would not however satisfy the lack of play spaces that was identified by Three Rivers District
Council in their review of play space provision in the Chorleywood area. [Section Appendix shows a map of existing
play spaces in and around the Chorleywood parish].
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The analysis of Chorleywood Common and Chorleywood House Estate has identified 19 sub-locations (15 on
Chorleywood Common, 4 in Chorleywood House Estate) within these major locations that may be suitable for formal
and / or informal play.
 There were four locations identified on the Chorleywood House Estate where play equipment could be located,
although only one is free from significant disadvantages for formal or informal play equipment. [See Section 4.1
or the briefing report for further analysis of these locations]. Main advantages and disadvantages:

+



already belongs to Three Rivers District Council; not subject to Commons Act 2006 section 38; already
used by, for instance, CCYFC, and thus known to at least part of the community;
- not within walking distance of residential areas; consequential pressure on parking space; on the
"wrong" side of busy A404; not on a normal travel path for local families.

There are five primary areas that were considered possible on Chorleywood Common for formal play equipment
(Locations 6, 7, 8, 11 or 13) and a further 10 that were considered possible for more informal play equipment or
individual items of formal equipment. [See Section 4.2 for further analysis of the locations]. Main advantages
and disadvantages:

+

central location and within walking distance of at least some residential areas; encouraging children and
families to use and learn about the Common; pubs and other community facilities adjacent;
 If the Parish council so decide, the Rangers could provide play materials and/or low-visibility
low-impact equipment (e.g. “stepping logs”, cut branches, felled tree trunks) using materials
originating on the Common and available as a result of ordinary maintenance, without having to
refer to Three Rivers District Council or spend any part of the Three Rivers play space budget;
- any fencing (if required), and any equipment amounting to "structures" would need consent under
Commons Act 2006 section 38; consequential constraints on location and design of equipment, to be
appropriate to the particular surroundings; risk of Planning Inspectorate requiring a public inquiry if
there is significant opposition (with a potential impact on available finance)

The sites that have been identified in Chorleywood House Estate and Chorleywood Common are all areas with no
conservation issues in relation to significant impact on wildlife, or important grasses (Chalk and Acid grassland). The
Chorleywood Parish Council Common Rangers had input in suggesting and providing feedback on all locations
highlighted to ensure that none would pose any negative impact on the Landscape.
In addition to the main advantages and disadvantages just mentioned, there are numerous additional factors
(identified in Section 5 Appendix 1) applicable to particular locations and sub-locations, which we suggest should be
taken into account when considering the best location of any play space for the community, and achieving a good
balance between the many conflicting requirements will be key to ensuring that the result is popular.

3 Consideration of Sites
3.1 Locations considered
The Play Area Advisory Committee has considered all areas of open land across the parish as shown in the map in
Appendix 1 in section 6.1Error! Reference source not found. and listed below. Only Chorleywood Common,
Chorleywood House Estate and The Swillet have been formally inspected by the Committee.






Chorleywood Common (PC)
The Swillet (TRDC)
Whitelands Wood (TRDC)
Pheasant’s Wood (TRDC)
Little Lady’s Wood (U)







Chorleywood House Estate (TRDC)
Carpenters Wood (TRDC)
Beechengrove Wood (TRDC)
Home Wood (TRDC)
Valley Road/ The Clump Triangle
of Land (TRDC)







Grove Wood (PC)
Hillas Wood (TRDC)
Solomans Wood (TRDC)
Round Spring (TRDC)
Stag Lane / Furze View Land
behind Water Tank (U)

 Green Street Herts side (U)


Ownership: Chorleywood Parish Council (PC), Three Rivers District Council (TRDC), Unknown (U)
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3.2 Evaluation criteria
Criteria for assessing possible play spaces are discussed by Play England in the “Design for Play” documentation. We
understand that Three Rivers are fully familiar with and use these criteria. It is important to recognise that there is a
balance to be achieved between all of the relevant criteria and some will be conflicting in their recommendations
e.g. potential for anti-social behaviour versus ease of access for target users.
For information and ease of reference the criteria from Play England Design for play are listed below and full
descriptions/ definitions are contained in Appendix 5 in section 6.5: Glossary:. When discussing advantages and
disadvantages of each of the potential locations (where possible) we have tried to consider these criteria.





Doorstep provision. [See Appendix 3 for a map of play spaces with 1km circular walking catchments highlighted]
Children can easily access
Disabled access
Informal oversight
“The degree to which the play area needs to be overlooked will depend on the individual site but in general
play provision is best placed close to other facilities where there are usually people about. Two key criteria for
locating successful play spaces are that children want to ‘see and be seen’ and ‘be where it’s at”
(Wheway and Millward, 1997).



Near to other facilities
“Locating play spaces beside community facilities, such as libraries, adds value to these facilities and can
increase usage of the play space. In larger parks or open spaces, it can be helpful to locate play spaces close to
cafés or toilets, which help bring people into the park and make it feel safer and more sociable.”



Enhance its setting
Successful play spaces are designed to fit their surroundings and enhance the local environment, complementing
attractive spaces and enhancing poorer environments.
“When designing play spaces for children there is one thing, apart from economics, which is essential and that is genius
loci, the spirit of the place; in other words the qualities and the atmosphere already present. This can be a part of a
building, a tree with character, something that happened at the place, an old sculpture or something else. Genius loci is
an important starting point and can be the approach to decide the design of a new space.” (Nebelong, 2002)



Play space in the best possible place
“No matter how well designed a play space is, in the wrong location it will be neither used nor usable.”






Close to nature
Children play in different ways
Disabled & Non-Disabled play together
Loved by the Community
Need prospective users (and neighbours of the scheme) to articulate their concerns as well as their needs and
aspirations. A successful community engagement process will help create a site that the community likes and which
meets its needs.



All Ages play together
Good play spaces avoid segregating children on the basis of age or ability , and are laid out so that equipment and
features can be used by a wide range of children, even allowing different patterns of usage throughout the day or week.



Stretch / challenge themselves
“Children need to take risks to learn how to manage risks. This is an essential part of growing up, and play is one of the
most important ways in which they develop this vital skill. Riding a bicycle, climbing a scramble net, or pushing a friend
on a swing all involve risk. It is essential that we do not try and remove all the risk from play or wrap children in cotton
wool.” (DCSF: 2008a)



Play value & Environmental sustainability
“Good play spaces are designed and constructed bearing in mind sustainability”



Evolves as children grow
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4 Analysis of Primary Locations
4.1 Chorleywood House Estate:
Location
1. Close to the entrance of the
estate and the formal play public
tennis courts and the parish
council offices
2. Site identified but very close to
privately owned residence
Chorleywood House and the
Summer House
3. Site in right hand corner through
the kissing gate although
immediately the other side of
the fence from Lawn Cemetery
4. This area is the primary dog
walking release point on the
estate for professional dog
walkers making this an
unsuitable location

Comments
Preferred location for any play area on the
estate, as evaluated by Mr Venner and the
Friends of Chorleywood House Estate
Not ideal due to proximity to the private
residence and the Summer House has full
Electrics but no water
Immediately next to the lawn cemetery
therefore not ideal and is also part of the
stewardship scheme therefore generates
an income for TRDC
This and other areas further into the estate
are considered too far away, too hidden
with no formal or informal oversight and is
where professional dog walkers with many
uncontrolled dogs off leads.

The estate already has some formal and informal play in the form of 2 large felled trees located within the Park Walk shown on the map and the football, private tennis club
and public tennis courts. Mr Venner told us that the Friends of Chorleywood House, whilst supportive of having additional children’s play on the estate, feel that it is not
the correct location for a new play area given it is not within walking distance of any residential housing in Chorleywood meaning all users would have to drive to a play
area on the estate.

Police Feedback Chorleywood House Estate
On Monday 28th November the advisory group took PCSO Stabler and Antisocial Behaviour Officer Sibson around the location on the Common and Chorleywood
House. The purpose of this site visit was to incorporate police feedback into the analysis for the parish Council. Feedback on each of the sites is shown below:
Antisocial Behaviour
Location
Issues
Sufficient Oversight
Comments
1
None
Yes –slightly limited at
Some concerns over degree of informal oversight although the site is overlooked by
certain times of day
Common Rangers, Parish Offices, Tennis Club, Football Club, Monetssori Nursery, Dog
Walkers, Cemetery; Close proximity to Parking
2
None
Limited
Less formal oversight than location 1; further from parking area; close to house
3
None
No
Lack of informal oversight as behind fencing and away from road/footpaths
4
None
No
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Advantages of Chorleywood House Estate
 Land not subject to Commons Act 2006 Restrictions
 Land owned by Three Rivers District Council i.e. the body who have the budget to spend
 Other Recreation Activities are onsite e.g. Tennis Club, Football Club
 Local Nature Reserve therefore has natural play elements that could be included in any design e.g. fallen
trees, woodland
 The Committee of Friends of Chorleywood House do not oppose having a play on the estate.













Disadvantages of Chorleywood House Estate
Not close to majority of the residential housing the play area should service
o Chorleywood House Estate is currently only generally used by children with their parents present
while participating in “paid for” organised activities i.e. tennis, football, private nursery. Those
without access to cars or finances for such “paid for” activities are not currently utilising this
location.
o The proportion of families in the parish who use Chorleywood House at present is not very high in
comparison to the overall number of families in the parish for some age groups (for example, Under
5’s and Teenagers).
o Site is located where no other children are likely to pass by i.e. it is away from homes, and normal
travel paths of local families.
This site is on the opposite side of a major access barrier, i.e. the A404, for the majority of children who
would hope to use it
o A404 is a busy road with no crossing and no likelihood of Highways agency agreeing to a crossing
meaning very unsafe for children to get to the location unless being driven
o Parking is already under pressure from current activities located on the site (tennis, football,
nursery, dog walking)
Site could be seen as “unsustainable” to local planning authorities due to the need for nearly all potential
users to drive to the location
Sites identified would be in close proximity to a cemetery which may not be appropriate for grieving families
Some areas of the site are very heavily trafficked by professional dog walkers with often 6 or more dogs

Conclusion Chorleywood House Estate
The fact the A404 is a busy road between Chorleywood House Estate and much of the residential areas means
there would be significant pressure from sections of the community on the parish and district council to ensure
Highways Agency could provide walking access e.g. pedestrian crossing;
There would be a perceived need to increased level of parking on the Chorleywood house estate given all users
would have to drive to the location;
Toilet and refreshment facilities would need to be considered at this location given distance and access issues to
all other facilities (nearest current open public facilities would be at The Junction meaning crossing over A404.)
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4.2 Chorleywood Common:
Figure 2

Location:
1. Split trunk climbing trees / clearing area in woods
2. Side of the Fire Ride in base of woodland
3. Woodland clearing behind the bench
4. Woodland clearing behind the bench
5. Immature trees where woodland maintenance is required to maintain the Fire
Ride
6. Woodland Area behind and around Triple trunk Birch Tree (area could be made
large enough to site a reasonable cluster of equipment)
7. Tree already used for climbing with woodland clearing behind and natural tree
barrier at rear
8. Area immediately behind location 7 with footpath leading up to the location
(large enough to site a reasonable cluster of equipment and also considered
ideal for formal play)
9. Informal path set between the horse track and the golf already has a small
informal den building appropriate area under a tree
10. Area within the woodland could be cleared set back slightly to accommodate a
location for play
11. Existing bench and well trafficked climbing tree could be enhanced further with
additional informal play
12. Along the side of gravel track could be considered as a flat accessible are for
informal climbing logs etc.
13. Existing bench with woodland on both sides set back from the horse track and
close to the permitted parking area
14. Bowl in Gun Dell has no chalk or acid grass and has many natural features
suitable for setting up a collection of formal and informal play
15. Area this side of the railway line both sides of the car park access around
have no acid or chalk grass and has an existing Bench (current antisocial
behaviour issues)

[Note 1: Old Shepherd Pub side of train station NCP car park was deemed unsuitable location due to the flood defence tunnel being located on this land]
[Note 2: although various trees on the Common are in fact, and very naturally, climbed by children, climbing (among other things) trees "without reasonable excuse" is at
present contrary to the Byelaws.]
[Note 3: Sites circled in black above are those which have been identified as being possible locations for formal play]
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Police Feedback Chorleywood Common
Police feedback from Tanya Stabler local PCSO and Antisocial Behaviour Officer Gary Sibson was as follows:
Antisocial
Behaviour
Sufficient
Location
Issues
Oversight
Comments
1
None
Yes – road and
Proximity to the pond could cause issues especially
horse track
with frozen conditions
2
None
Limited
3
None
Yes
There are occasional antisocial behaviour issues on
the golf course side of this location between this
location and the fairway
It was commented that teenagers tend to walk past
this location in the evenings
It was also commented that the teenagers want
somewhere to sit in the shelter and that this
location could be appropriate for this in an “inkeeping”, informal way given the tree canopy
4
BBQs & small
Limited
Proximity to the pond could cause issues especially
fires
with frozen conditions
5
BBQs & small
Limited
Current Antisocial behaviour and lower degree of
fires
informal oversight would mean this location is less
desirable
6
None
Strong
Preferred location for a collection of play
equipment from both PCSO and Antisocial
Behaviour officers perspective out of all locations
reviewed on the site visit
7
None
Yes
Seen as a good location by the police team
Potential to link locations 7 and 8 to create a wider
play space with multiple functions
8
None
Limited,
Potential to link locations 7 and 8 to create a wider
although could
play space with multiple functions
be improved
In current state has slightly less informal oversight
than desired however with some clearance (as was
indicated possible by the rangers) this location
could be given an appropriate degree of informal
oversight
9
None
Yes
10
None
Yes
11
None
Yes
This location was a higher priority choice location
from the Police team
12
None
No
13
None
Yes
Closer to the residential housing therefore likely to
get a higher utilisation but with this is also the
perception of an increased potential for Antisocial
Behaviour (none noted at present)
14
Some
No
15
Yes - High
Yes






Advantages Chorleywood Common
Land is central to the users who are currently not serviced by any play areas (an issue identified by Three
Rivers District Council by allocating the budget for a new play area for the village)
Land is owned by a body who have the Community Interest as their primary priority (i.e. Chorleywood Parish
Council)
Other Leisure Activities are onsite e.g. Golf, Cricket, Horse riding,
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Common land shaping and wood chip surfacing already in use on Golf course with regular
maintenance plans in place as evidenced by approval for works at Open Spaces meeting 8th
November 2011
Site has good access links i.e. bus routes, train links, permitted [currently free] parking areas on the common
and proximity to [paid and free] parking in NCP train station / Lower Road 4 hour long stay
Multiple refreshment locations within walking distance e.g. The Junction, Rose & Crown, The Old Shepherd,
The Black Horse, lower road cafes
Play space or spaces could help support the proposed education centre at Holly bush hall and the Nature
Trail suggested by the Parish Council
A location like the common allows identification and utilisation of existing features rather than starting with
a blank site therefore saving money on design and landscaping elements usually required.
Combination of parish council proposed circular nature trail and more formal play could encourage users
from all areas of the village onto the common to better utilise and understand the common
Disadvantages Chorleywood Common
Land is subject to Commons Act 2006 meaning that is fences or “structures” were proposed, an additional
planning application would need to be submitted to the Secretary of State Planning Inspectorate which
would raise the need for further consultation and the potential for a public inquiry, both of which may have
time and cost implications.
Community Concerns could include:
o The need for Section 38 applications (commonly termed by the community as “DEFRA”)
o Visual Amenity (depending on location, size and finishes of any equipment)
o Potential for Vandalism
o Potential need for safety surfacing
o Potential need for fencing
o Concern over setting a precedent for other potential proposals for Chorleywood Common
Conclusion Chorleywood Common
This major location has a number of potential sites that could be considered as identified on the map
Any play structures would need to be natural / sympathetic to the setting in construction to encourage
natural play being consistent with Nature Reserve / Commons Act 2006
Locations on the Common would not be an easy option but benefits to the community and the common may
be considered worth pursuing
Some of the current Byelaws in relation to Chorleywood Common would need to be discussed and
potentially reviewed in the context of allowing play on the Common e.g. sections relating to “Climbing
Trees”, “Games”
There is a distinction to be drawn between facilitating informal play, by providing natural materials and “lowtech” equipment sourced on-site, and providing larger and more elaborate equipment for more formal play;
the former may be thought likely to be easier to arrange, and to give rise to less public criticism, than the
latter. Although as identified through this review both are possible and are not mutually exclusive.
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4.3 Update the Swillet Play Area:
It is within our remit to identify The Swillett as a possible area for play equipment within Chorleywood parish.
A group from the Advisory committee visited the Swillet on Friday 16th December and it was noted that some of the
equipment (e.g. two very old roundabouts) had potential for being updated. Other than this, it was not felt that
there was a large scope for expanding this existing play space.






















Advantages of the Swillet
Land not subject to any Commons Act 2006 Restrictions
Land owned by the body who have the budget to spend
Existing play area on the site
An update would be supported by families living in the close vicinity
Disadvantages of the Swillet
Does not add a new play area to the village and therefore doesn’t address the lack of play facilities for the
community shown on the area map (Section 6 Appendix 2) and identified by Three River District Council in
their independent play facilities review
Using the whole of the budget to updating the Swillet play area would be seen as not supporting the families
in the heart of the village or in the wider community of Chorleywood (i.e. Rickmansworth side of the M25).
Location has no formal parking and often requires a walk in addition to driving for most Chorleywood
residents.
o No feasible opportunities to improve the parking situation given poor current access to the site
o Field next to the play area is currently utilised by the local football teams for matches and there is a
lack of bookable pitches locally after an application to extend the pitches at Chorleywood house was
declined
Location has no refreshment facilities or toilet facilities in close proximity (Marcello’s restaurant is not
permitted to do takeaway drinks and The Stag pub is closed during times of day that the play facilities are
used generally)
Location is seen as isolated by some of the local families when formal meet ups are not arranged or groups
do not attend together due to lack of informal oversight in this location
Informal oversight at this location is low as the play area is not seen by any passing traffic, footpaths (PCSO
and Antisocial Behaviour officer were not asked to comment on this location)
Location is at the top of a hill therefore would discourage many residents living in the centre of the village to
use the play area even if it was refurbished
Conclusion of the Swillet
It would be good if part of the budget could be utilised to update or refresh this facility in some small way so
that families in this location gained some benefit from this funding
It would be beneficial to the local community to have some signage of local walks / nature trails which can
be started at this location to encourage families to learn more about the local nature / wildlife.
It would not be seen as being the most effective use of funds to spend the whole budget on refurbishing this
existing play space
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4.4 Analysis of Other Locations
Advantages
Grove Wood





Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
Close proximity to Russell School
therefore would be well utilised by
these families
Could incorporate a nature trail to
provide some natural play for
children living close by

Disadvantages







Carpenter’s
Wood/
Hillas Wood /
Whitelands
Wood





Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
Close proximity to Russell School
therefore would be well utilised by
these families
Informal natural play is already seen
in this location through Den building









Land owned by Parish Council therefore not the
organisation with the budget for the play area
Close to existing play facilities at the Swillet
therefore location does not maximise the catchment
of residents accessing play facilities in the area
Located in a quiet cul-de-sac therefore significant
impact on local residents, many of whom are older
and do not have children of the age utilising such
facilities
No formal parking and school traffic already uses this
road at set times
Still at the top of a hill and edge of the parish
boundary therefore would not help to service
families in areas such as lower road, green street ,
berry lane, valley road, hill rise, Old Solesbridge lane
and Loudwater estate
Unfenced: potential safety issues
Difficult access – narrow sloped footpath access only
from Whitelands Avenue or footpath access from
Farm Road (both locations being on the edges of the
parish area)
Not easily visible from any roads therefore
significant risk of isolation with high risk to children
Parking would be an issue as only access is from
residential roads meaning parking outside residential
housing
Significant Woodland with no grassland therefore
can get very muddy when it rains
Location is on the far boundary of the parish and
therefore would not maximise the area of residents
serviced

Conclusion










This option does not seem viable as it
does not address the need for play
facilities for majority of the residents of
the community
However, it could be good to perhaps
promote the natural play that is located
in this part of the parish further by
perhaps utilising felled trees in a similar
way to those used in Capenters Wood,
or forestry commission sites e.g. log
seats for resting points, carved trees,
log play, as these would benefit the
whole community rather than just
children.

This option does not seem viable as it
does not address the need for play
facilities for majority of the residents of
the community
However, it could be good to perhaps
promote the natural play that is located
in this part of the parish further as
mentioned above in Grove Wood
comments
It could be beneficial to the community
to introduce some additional
educational signage of local walks /
nature trails. “Friends of” groups could
run some co-ordinated play/learning in
this location encouraging families to
learn about the local nature / wildlife.
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Advantages
Beechengrove
Wood






Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
Land owned by the body who have
the budget to spend TRDC
Services Loudwater residents very
well and Chorleywood East residents
to some extent
Location is Close to nature and could
have many natural play opportunities

Disadvantages








Solomans
Wood/
Pheasant’s
Wood

Home Wood









Round Spring




Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
Land owned by the body who have
the budget to spend
Footbridge across the M25 so users
from both sides when they get to
M25 can walk across
Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
Land owned by the body who have
the budget to spend
Footbridge across the M25 so users
from both sides when they get to
M25 can walk across
Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
Land owned by the body who have
the budget to spend




Located on an extremity of the Parish boundary
Remote Woodland with poor informal oversight
Not close to majority of the residential housing in
the parish
Is only accessed through Loudwater private estate or
Solesbridge Lane / Sarratt Lane
The majority of users would only be able to drive to
this location which is not considered
environmentally sustainable
No formal Parking
Not within walking distance of refreshment or toilet
facilities
Not close to majority of the residential housing the
play area should service
Most users would have to drive to the location

Conclusion


It is not felt that this is a suitable
location for a new play area to service
children in the Chorleywood parish



Does not meet the requirement of
servicing the majority of Chorleywood
residents
wrong side of railway line from
majority of users
wrong side of m25 from majority of
users
Does not meet the requirement of
servicing the majority of Chorleywood
residents















Not close to majority of the residential housing the
play area should service
Most users would have to drive to the location
Isolated Dense Woodland accessed by footpaths
Access is via Retirement village or South Park
Avenue residential street with very limited on street
parking and poor road maintenance
Not close to majority of the residential housing the
play area should service
Most users would have to drive to the location
Isolated Dense Woodland accessed by footpaths
Access is via Berry Lane (No parking) or footpath
from Queens Drive across M25 footbridge - very
isolated
Site already serviced very well by Mill End and
Rickmansworth play areas







Does not meet the requirement of
servicing the majority of Chorleywood
residents
wrong side of railway line from
majority of users
wrong side of m25 from majority of
users
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Advantages
Little Lady’s
Wood

Valley Road/
The Clump
Triangle of
Land








Disadvantages

Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
Land owned by the body who have
the budget to spend




Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
Land owned by the body who have
the budget to spend
Corner of unused land on a
residential road











Stag Lane /
Furze View
Land behind
Water Tank

Green Street
Herts side




Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
On street parking possible as
residential road









Land not subject to Commons Act
2006 Restrictions
Open field land space






Isolated Dense Woodland accessed by footpaths
Not close to majority of the residential housing the
play area should service
Most users would have to drive to the location
Located immediately next to M25 and Loudwater
estate with poor access for the general public
Not close to majority of the residential housing the
play area should service
Most users would have to drive to the location and
there is no formal parking
Site already serviced by Mill End and Rickmansworth
play areas
Location is small and is very close to two roads and is
surrounded by some of the largest plots of
residential housing in the parish. This location isn’t
close to users who most need outdoor play spaces
No refreshment or toilet facilities located anywhere
near this location
Open field location accessed via a gate at the end of
a residential road
Not close to majority of the residential housing for
the play area to service
Most users would have to drive to the location
Site already serviced very well by the Swillet play
area
Open field land space is behind residential housing
therefore lack of informal oversight
No road access to this location therefore unlikely to
be an affordable option
Not close to majority of the residential housing the
play area should service
Location is on the edge of the parish boundary
therefore would limit the users within catchment

Conclusion






Does not meet the requirement of
servicing the majority of Chorleywood
residents
wrong side of m25 from majority of
users
Does not meet the requirement of
servicing the majority of Chorleywood
residents
wrong side of m25 from majority of
users



Does not meet the requirement of
servicing the majority of Chorleywood
residents



Does not meet the requirement of
servicing the majority of Chorleywood
residents
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5 General Feedback
5.1 Commons Act 2006 section 38
Any equipment amounting to "structures", and any formal fencing (if required) would need consent under Commons
Act 2006 section 38. Therefore any formal play space on Common Land would require a Section 38 planning
application to be submitted to Secretary of State Planning Inspectorate (DEFRA).
Any resurfacing (defined in terms of hard surfacing such as tarmac or concrete) would also need Section 38 planning
consent, so bark would seem not to require consent if included as part of a design not requiring consent. There are
many other loose fill impact-absorbing surfaces and consent around these would need to be investigated further and
would form part of any potential applications.
No available exemptions, in relation to equipment amounting to “structures”, permanent fencing or surfacing, apply
from the Works on Common Land (Exemptions) (England) Order 2007
The Secretary of state Planning Inspectorate is required (under section 39) to make a decision on Section 38
applications after considering the following (among other things):





the interests of persons having rights in relation to, or occupying, the land (and in particular persons
exercising rights of common over it);
the interests of the neighbourhood;
the public interest, including nature conservation, the conservation of the landscape, the protection of
public rights of access;
and any other matters considered to be relevant.;

Secretary of State has approved play areas on Commons before e.g. Burbage Common and others





Whilst the approval of other play spaces has been observed it does not automatically follow that any
application in relation to Chorleywood Common would be given consent. The outcome of any application
would depend on what was designed and requested and what if, any objections, were made and how these
were addressed and dealt with during any consultation and planning application process.
The planning inspectorate noted in the Burbage decision that the proposals "would represent a positive
benefit to the neighbourhood"
The Approved Burbage Common play space was description as follows:
“The applications advised that natural materials would be incorporated into the design such
as rocks and boulders, tree-trunks, ditches and hollows, sand and different types of native
shrubs and tree planting. Some fixed play equipment may also be incorporated into the
design, and this would be wooden in style so as to fit in with the natural feel of the play
area. Surfacing around the equipment would be from loose fill such as sand and bark;”

Secretary of State Planning inspectorate assessment of a play area application could be seen as a positive as it
provides a completely independent common land planning view





If there were significant opposition to an application made, the Planning Inspectorate will consider any of; a
site visit, public hearing, public inquiry, or to seek professional advice; in order to improve their
understanding of the merits of the application.
o These processes may have cost and available budget implications for any play space.
Subject to the previous point, whether a positive or negative assessment outcome, any application put
through would give much clearer guidance and the report issued as part of the decision would clarify many
of the facts (and dispel myths); and
A report from the planning inspectorate would also give a clear strategy, and even a refusal would allow
some form of progression given the history of the community wanting a play space on the common
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The Common Land Consent Policy Guide in relation to works on Common Land states that:
In assessing these considerations, the Secretary of State will take into account any matter which is relevant. They will
not necessarily rely on the applicant, supporters and objectors to bring all such matters to his attention, but will also
rely on their own experience and insight to draw appropriate conclusions.
For example, he will not assume that, because no-one objects to an application, that there are no
adverse impacts, but will consider what impacts might arise, taking into account these criteria, and
applying his knowledge and experience, together with information available in representations, to
make a judgement.
If necessary, if there is doubt about the extent of any impact, they will consider using their powers to require a site
visit or public inquiry, or to seek professional advice, in order to improve understanding of the merits of the
application.
If the Secretary of State Planning inspectorate considers a public inquiry necessary, in order to improve
understanding of the merits of the application, the process is detailed in the attached guidance document from their
website:
 http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/pins/common_land/guidance/guidance_sheet_3.pdf

5.2 General Police Comments












Gary Sibson (Anti-social Behaviour Officer) mentioned that fencing for formal play parks is encouraged
with self closing gates to keep dogs out and children in and away from roads
No current issues of antisocial behaviour in the centre of the common or towards Christ Church and
Black Horse Pub with current isolated issues primarily being around the horse track / footpaths and on
Rose and Crown, the Golf Club side of the common or outside the Old Shepherd Pub
Police view was that children at secondary school are appropriate age to travel to play areas by
themselves unsupervised
A404 was highlighted as a hazard for crossing and a traffic congestion hotspot at various times of day
Achieving an appropriate balance between a location which does not have high potential for or current
incidence of antisocial behaviour and a location which is likely to achieve a good utilisation during times
of the day was highlighted as being key.
Gary Sibson advised that play space creation specialists i.e. Leisure Team within Three Rivers District
Council (Contact: Charlotte Gomes) are familiar with managing the delicate balance in choosing
locations for play spaces and recommended engaging with them to get their perspective given they
have created new play spaces before and so would be able to provide good guidance and support.
The general view from Gary and Tanya was that locations closer to the village would have a higher
potential for antisocial behaviour (although this did not necessarily mean that it would increase as they
were only able to comment on current and historical incidences).
Tanya Stabler (Police Community Support Officer) mentioned that there had been a lot of concern
around anti-social behaviour on a number of other local play areas when they were being developed in
Croxley Green and Northwood and that the concerns had turned out to be unfounded as the locations
after installation had not seen any increase (and sometimes a decrease) in anti-social behaviour.
Tanya Stabler also mentioned that the local teenagers would also be happy to have some element of
any new play space cater to their needs. Their needs could be met more easily at either Chorleywood
House (potentially in conjunction with the youth club).

5.3 Managing Risk
Risk taking is an essential part of a child’s play and learning experiences in environments in which children play. At
present in play spaces within the Three Rivers District there are no specific insurances in place to cover any legal
implications of risks of play, this is covered as part of a broader and standard public liability insurance.
The Play England Managing Risk in Play Provision: implementation guide states that “it is acceptable that in play
provision children may be exposed to the risk of minor and easily-healed injuries such as bruises, grazes or sprains.
On the other hand, play provision should not expose children to significant likelihood of permanent disability or life15

threatening injuries. However, it may on occasions be unavoidable that play provision exposes children to the risk –
the very low risk – of serious injury or even death. But this would only be tolerated in the following conditions:






The likelihood was extremely low
The hazards were clear to the users
There were obvious benefits
Further reduction of the risk would remove the benefits
There were no reasonably practicable ways to manage the risk”

Ultimately this represents a further trade off between safety and other goals Specialists in the area of play space
creation (e.g. Leisure Team within Three Rivers District Council) will be familiar with managing this delicate balance
in choosing locations for play spaces.

5.4 Safety Surfacing (Impact Attenuating Surfacing or IAS)
In determining what safety surfacing is needed for a play space it is important to look at the relevant safety
standards and is highly dependent on the type of play opportunities put in place.
“The 2008 version of BS EN1176 recommends Impact Attenuating Surfacing (IAS) for fall heights greater than 0.6
meters, and in the UK, well maintained grass is appropriate for fall heights of up to 1.5 meters, subject to a risk
assessment (BSI, 2008a).” (Source: Play England Managing Risk in Play Provision: implementation guide)
Benefits of different types of ground surface (Source: Play England Managing Risk in Play Provision: implementation guide)








Existing natural ground cover may be suitable for all or part of the play space and fit the surroundings and
offer good play value
Natural surfaces are liked for their feel and play value
Some surfaces with lower capital costs will free up budget, which can be allocated to more equipment and
other features with greater play value, and/or to ongoing maintenance
Surfaces that are not specifically designated to attenuate impacts are readily available and low cost, such as
grass, sand or bark.
It is reasonable to assume that the behaviour of children and their parents/carers may be modified by the
type of surface provided (children may take more care over harder surfaces, and parents/carers may
supervise younger children more closely)
Children who do fall may learn valuable lessons about the consequences of falling on different kinds of
surfaces that they will encounter in the wider world
There is uncertainty about the relative merits of different types of surface. Some biomechanical research
suggests that some popular types of IAS (for example rubberised surfacing) may increase the likelihood of
certain types of injuries, such as long-bone fractures. Likewise other types (for example loose fill) may
reduce it.

Risks of different types of ground surface (Source: Play England Managing Risk in Play Provision: implementation guide)





Some biomechanical studies suggest that a lack of IAS type surfaces may increase the likelihood of certain
types of injuries, such as head injuries although overall, the evidence is inconclusive
High cost surfacing will reduce available funds for other play provision
Insurers and the courts seem to expect that IAS will be fitted
Grass / topsoil may not be suitable in some situations where it will be eroded, such as under dynamic
equipment

Precedents / Comparisons (Source: Play England Managing Risk in Play Provision: implementation guide)


The 2008 version of BS EN 1176 has redefined its recommendations on the need for certain types of IAS in
recognition of the need for a balance between cost, risk and benefit.

Ultimately this represents a further trade off between safety and other goals Specialists in the area of play space
creation (e.g. Leisure Team within Three Rivers District Council) will be familiar with managing this delicate balance
in choosing locations for play spaces.
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5.5 Boundaries and Fences
In the majority of play spaces, Three Rivers included, play provision is completely enclosed by fencing designed to
exclude dogs from the space and to make it more difficult for younger children to leave the play space. An
increasing number of new designs are utilising other ways of defining play spaces, the Forestry commission is an
example of an organisation using these different approaches.
A risk benefit assessment at any location would address the question of whether fencing or other forms of
boundaries are necessary. Various options are available other than formal fencing, barriers and boundaries can be
created using changes in level, use of natural barriers e.g. Fallen trees, planting etc.
Benefits of fenced play spaces (Source: Play England Managing Risk in Play Provision: implementation guide)




Risk of harm of children leaving the area and encountering hazards beyond it, such as roads or open water
Potential for children to wander off and get lost
Fencing may help with dog management

Benefits of unfenced play spaces (Source: Play England Managing Risk in Play Provision: implementation guide)








Children learn to regulate their exploratory play for themselves
Parents who come with their children pay more attention to where their children are, rather than assuming
they cannot escape
Children can spread out in their play rather than having to remain in a confined space
Gates do not always close completely, making them ineffective at excluding dogs.
Removes a potential hazard (children trying to climb fences, or simply using gates, can injure themselves)
Reduces risk of play area layout fostering bullying, harassment, victimisation or territorial behaviour
Allows alternative use of capital funds

Precedents / Comparisons (Source: Play England Managing Risk in Play Provision: implementation guide)




Thurrock and Stirling Councils have avoided use of fencing
Mayor of London’s planning guidance on play and recreation at states that fencing should only be used
where justified by the presence of hazards beyond the play space
Beaches: the way parents oversee their children on beaches shows that people feel comfortable in unfenced
spaces, even if there are significant hazards nearby

Existing informal and formal enclosures / barriers have been permitted on the Common for cows, cricket and other parish
council purposes permitted under Commons Act 2006 rules and Common Byelaws (temporary, three sided and natural barriers)

5.6 Dog Fouling
We expect Chorleywood Parish Council and Three Rivers District Council will taken into consideration the impact dog
fouling will have on any areas designated for play. Chorleywood Common and Chorleywood House Estate have
continued to have problems with irresponsible dog owners/walkers allowing dogs to foul, not disposing of the waste
in the designated dog bins. The general public have called for action on this issue.
The issue of Dog Fouling on both Chorleywood House Estate and Chorleywood Common is now being addressed by
Chorleywood Parish Council and Three Rivers District Council working together to resolve the historical issues
observed on these sites.
Under the Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 (which covers all Land; Common, Private and Public),
The Dog Control Orders (Procedures) Regulations 2006 now give powers to Primary and Secondary Authorities to
impose a Dog Control Order which covers the following:






Dog fouling
Restriction of dogs from certain land
Areas where dogs have to be kept on a lead
Areas where dogs have to kept on a lead when instructed
Restrictions on multiple dog walking
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The Parish Council together with Three Rivers District Council are already liaising on the possible introduction of a
Dog Control Order at The Aquadrome, Chorleywood House Estate, (both owned by Three Rivers District Council) and
Chorleywood Common.
It is not yet clear whether, when or in what terms any Dog Control Order will be made, or how far it will be effective
in controlling dog fouling.
In general these new powers given to the Police Community Support Officers allow enforcement through fixed
penalties which can be issued to persistent offenders at the discretion of the Officer.
Responsible dog owners should welcome this new legislation and users of the Common can be assured that the need
for fencing of any kind would no longer be required. The appropriate signs, bins, bags and posts for dogs to be
tethered should be considered during the consultation process.

5.7 Legal Agreements and Insurance for play spaces not on Three Rivers District
Council Land
If a play space was developed on land that was not owned by Three Rivers District Council there would be a need for
a legal agreement to be put in place to cover multiple aspects of the arrangement. One of the aspects that would
need to be specified would be the liability for insurance over any play space.
It is our understanding that existing play spaces in the district are covered by the standard public liability insurance
policy of the Three Rivers District Council and that there is no specific policy which covers play spaces.
It is our understanding that where Three Rivers do not own the land that a play space is located on, that a license for
use or similar legal agreement is put in place to ensure legal obligations around maintenance and insurance are
covered by Three Rivers District Council rather than the land owner.

5.8 Feedback regarding the Play Space from Chorleywood Forum
New play areas were being installed around the District to encourage young children to be more active and to play
outside in the fresh air.
Feedback from parents had indicated they appreciated the new play areas which helped to reduce Anti Social
Behaviour (ASB).
The design of the new play areas had changed over recent years with better use of natural resources, the local
environment and tailor-made play areas which met the local communities requirements
The consultation with the local community would include identifying a site for the play area, the type of equipment
to be installed and the likely age groups of children who would use the play area.
Consultation groups would include pre-school groups, local schools, Youth Groups, Parish Council, Mums and
Toddler Groups, Community Groups. A series of daytime and evening consultation meetings would take place to
find out what local people wanted from the play area.
Once the initial consultation had been completed Officers would instigate the procurement process for the design of
the play area followed by further consultation.
Once the design had been agreed the Council would need to apply for planning permission.
There was no age limit specified at the meeting as the age requirement would be for local people to advise what
would suit Chorleywood requirements. [Other play spaces in the district have been often been designed for 2 – 14
year olds)
The minutes from the Chorleywood Forum are on the link below:
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/ChorleywoodLocalAreaForum-10October2011
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5.9 Summary of Correspondence File
A file containing correspondence relating to the new proposed play space in chorleywood is being collated at the
Parish Council office. The Advisory Committee was given access to this file and during one of the committee
meetings it was requested by Cllr Hayward that a summary sheet be held on the front of the file so that all
councillors could review this quickly and easily to get a feel for the correspondence received on the topic.
The file was reviewed on both 22nd November and 3rd January 2012 and a summary of the file is shown below:
As at 3rd January 2012 a total of 15 letters had been received (6 from local people and 9 from organisations). All of
the organisations writing in expressed support for the concept of having a play space on Chorleywood Common,
Friends of Chorleywood Common stating a preference for a nature trail rather than a formal play space. The
residents that had written in had a mixed set of views, some supportive and some raising concerns (a high level
summary of which is shown below) over the concept of having a play space on Chorleywood Common.
Discussion Topics Raised:

+
+
+
+
+
+

Common is a central location to
target users
Add to enjoyment for younger
families
Make use of toilet and parking
at Christ Church
No need for a new play area /
existing facilities at The Swillet /
Swillet play area is very isolated
German Family fun / fitness trail
design ideas

 Chorleywood Common
visited by people outside the
parish
 Natural style play is possible
rather than having to use off
the shelf manufactured
equipment
 Nature Trail, low level
natural playable structures
utilising materials from the
Common

-

-

Enclosure / Fencing on
Common Land
Setting a precedent on
Common Land
Dog fouling
Common should be
preserved as it is / Common
is not a park / already a
natural play area
People will drive to the
Common and/or
Chorleywood House

Need to aim to encourage
families to walk rather than
relying on using cars

Organisations that wrote into the Parish council included; Chorleywood mums, Friends of Chorleywood Common,
Chorleywood Residents Association, Christ Church, Christ Church Primary School, Chorleywood Primary School, The
Russell School, Chorleywood Cricket Club and Chenies Residents Association. The names of residents who have
written in are not included in this report for data protection reasons.
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6 Appendices
6.1 Appendix 1: Map of existing play spaces in and around the Chorleywood parish
Note 3



Carpenters Wood
Whitelands
Wood

Beechengrove
Wood

Herts side
Green Street

Hillas
Wood

Grove wood

Little Lady’s
Wood







Home Wood
Round Spring
Valley Road/ The Clump
Soloman’s Wood

Note 2


Pheasants Wood



∆

Furze View
/ Stag lane
Chorleywood Parish
Boundary










Note 4

Note 1
Note 1

Maple Cross Play Areas: (Hornhill Road; Denham Way; Longcroft Road (Beechen Wood Play Area))

Note 2

Croxley Green Play Areas: (Barton Way Play Area; Baldwins Lane Play Area; Cassiobridge Play Area)

Note 3

Sarratt Play Areas: (King George V Play Area)

Note 4

Eastbury Play Area Batchworth Lane

∆ Basket Ball Net & Football Net

Existing Play Areas Within the Boundary Map





Key Potential Locations Identified in this report for formal play
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6.2 Appendix 2: Table of considerations relating to each of the key locations identified
Chorleywood Common
Criteria

6

7

8

11

13

Chorleywood House

The Swillet

Limited

Limited

Limited

Some

Yes

No

Yes

Children can easily access

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Disabled access

Yes

Limited

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes - Strong

Yes - Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes - Limited

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Play value & Environmental sustainability

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Play Value - Yes
Environmental sustainability - No

Yes

Evolves as children grow

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Doorstep provision

Informal oversight
Near to other facilities
Enhance its setting
Close to nature
Children play in different ways
Disabled & Non-Disabled play together
Loved by the Community
All Ages play together
Stretch / challenge themselves

Limited, although could
be improved

Design and size dependent
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Design and access dependent
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Design dependent

This table shows the Play England Design for Play criteria for each of the locations where it is thought possible for formal play. Based on these criteria it would seem that
Locations 6 and 13 come out with the highest ranking out of these 5 locations on Chorleywood Common, the location at Chorleywood House or The Swillet.
On the next page the 1km diameter walking catchment areas have been shown for locations 6 and 13 and the existing play spaces to give a clearer idea of how many local
families would be most likely to walk to the locations. [We have not shown catchments for all 5 locations on Chorleywood Common or the Chorleywood House location as it
becomes difficult to read the map given they cross over].
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6.3 Appendix 3: Different Options for Utilising the Funding
The different Options for utilising the Funding from Three Rivers can be split into the following:





Single Site: Spend whole budget on one new formal play area in one location
Split Site: Split the budget and use it in multiple new locations
Split the budget and use part to refurbish existing play area at The Swillet
Formal vs informal play:
o Provide Formal and informal play in separate locations or in the same location

Observations about the different Investment Options:
Single Site: Spend whole budget on one formal play area in one location





Would create a single social meeting point for the community
Would mean more of the budget is spent on equipment rather than installations and designs
Could create vehicle traffic congestion and parking scarcity in one set point in the parish
Identifying a single location appropriate for all users may be more problematic given the catchment of users

Split Site: Split the budget and use it in multiple new locations (e.g. set up a trail style play space across one
location or set up two smaller locations in separate locations in the parish e.g. Chorleywood House and
Chorleywood Common)





Would create multiple smaller social meeting points for different areas of the community
Multiple smaller sites may have a lesser degree of social meeting opportunity
Would potentially mean more of the budget is spent on design and installation rather than equipment
Would not cause any single congestion points for traffic or parking

Split the budget and use part to refurbish existing play area (i.e. create one new location plus update the Swillet)





Would create a multiple social meeting points for different areas of the community
Would potentially mean more of the budget is spent on design and installation rather than equipment
Would mean that any new play area is smaller than it could potentially have been and may not service the users
to the maximum potential
Would still have traffic congestion, parking and access issues at The Swillet play area

Provide Formal and informal play in separate locations or in the same location
Separate Locations:




Would keep formal and informal play separate and may not encourage those who would otherwise not consider
informal play and education to engage in this form of leisure
Would create a separate social meeting points for the community
Could allow for more flexible and larger scale play designs to be considered for formal play given Chorleywood
House Estate would not have as many conservational considerations
Same Location:





Create a general single social meeting point for the community
Would engage users to move between formal and informal play and allow users to learn more about the nature
and natural play rather being restricted to formal play
A combination of informal and formal play together could be seen as a springboard or way of encouraging
people to explore the location as a play environment.
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6.4 Appendix 4: Potential next steps, Organisations to consult and further useful
information.
6.4..1 Potential Next Steps






The Play Area Advisory Committee could continue to be in place throughout the project (meeting only as
necessary until any play space is set up) to provide additional support to the Chorleywood Parish Council and
Three River District Council in relation to this topic.
The formal report from the Play Area Advisory Committee and this briefing document could be shared with the
leisure team at Three River District Council.
Village Day 2012 could be utilised by both Chorleywood Parish Council and Three Rivers District Council to
facilitate open discussion and consultation in the community on this subject. Chorleywood Parish Council could
consider trialling some equipment at Village Day 2012, (potentially in conjunction with Three Rivers District
Council).
Chorleywood Parish Council could ensure communication around the status of any new play area for
Chorleywood is included in relevant publications e.g. Chorleywood Matters, Parish Council Website etc to ensure
that information on current status is provided in a public way for the whole community to access.

6.4..2 Organisations to consult in relation to Chorleywood Common




In the Burbage Common Example they engaged with the following organisations as part of their Section 38
planning application to Secretary of State Planning Inspectorate
o Countryside Management Service
o Open Spaces Society
o Natural England
o Rospa
o The Wildlife Trust
Other organisations that may have some useful guidance
o Forestry Commission http://www.forestry.gov.uk
o Play Link www.playlink.org

6.4..3 Further useful information







Other Locations that have good examples of natural and in-keeping, formal and informal play spaces Forestry
Commission sites at Wendover Woods, Alice Holt, Whinlatter Forest Park, Coed Brenin
www.forestry.gov.uk
Black Park www.buckscc.gov.uk

Coombe Abbey Climbing Forest www.coventry.gov.uk
Some examples of play space design companies:
www.davieswhite.co.uk
www.playdale.co.uk
www.timberplay.com
www.leisurelogs.co.uk
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6.5 Appendix 5: Glossary of Terms
All Ages play together Good play spaces avoid segregating children on the basis of age or ability, and are laid out so
that equipment and features can be used by a wide range of children, even allowing different patterns of usage
throughout the day or week. Definition from Play England Design for Play
BS EN 1176 British Standard relating to Playground Equipment and Surfacing. The Standard includes details of
general safety requirements and test methods, specific safety requirements for types of equipment, guidance for
installation, inspection, maintenance and operation.
BS EN 1177 British Standard relating to Impact Attenuating Playground Surfacing Determination of Critical Fall Height
Children can easily access. Younger children, in particular, need places near their homes where they can play freely
and where they and their parents can walk to with ease. As they get older and more independent it is essential for all
children to have access to play spaces they can reach by foot and bicycle; this may require investment in safe,
attractive pedestrian and cycle routes to help overcome parental fears about road traffic. Definition from Play England
Design for Play

Children play in different ways Successful play spaces can be used in different ways by children and young people of
different ages and interests; they can also be important social spaces for parents and carers, as well as for children.
Fundamental to this concept is the idea of non-prescriptive play equipment and features, which put play in the
control of children and encourage imagination and creativity. Definition from Play England Design for Play
Close to nature Many studies have shown that children benefit from access to natural environments (Lester and
Maudsley, 2006). Grassy mounds, planting, logs, and boulders can all help to make a more attractive and playable
setting for equipment, and planting can also help attract birds and other wildlife to literally bring the play space
alive. Definition from Play England Design for Play
Disabled access It is important to ensure that children and parents with mobility impairments are not excluded from
play spaces. It is important too to maintain elements of challenge. Definition from Play England Design for Play
Disabled & Non-Disabled play together Successful play spaces offer enjoyable play experiences to disabled children
and young people, and to those who are non-disabled, whilst accepting that not all elements of the play space can
be accessible to everyone. Children with different abilities can play together in well designed play spaces, and
parents and carers who are themselves disabled should be able to gain access to play spaces if they are to
accompany their children.
Doorstep provision. A small play space within sight of home, where children especially young children can play
within view of known adults. Aim to create more doorstep spaces designed for multi-functional use, which children
and young people are most likely to be able to access themselves (and avoiding physical barriers such as busy roads).
Definition from Play England Design for Play

Enhance its setting Successful play spaces are designed to fit their surroundings and enhance the local environment,
complementing attractive spaces and enhancing poorer environments. Early in the process, designers need to visit
and survey the site to identify features that can be built into the design. Knowledge of the local area and its history
will provide inspiration. Definition from Play England Design for Play
Evolves as children grow Play spaces benefit from a process of ongoing change and refurbishment. This is especially
important because children grow up and change fast whilst the fixed equipment in their local play space tends to
stay the same. Building some ‘slack space’ into the layout – space with no predefined function – can help introduce
potential for change and evolution. Play areas that have every corner defined, so there is nowhere for children to
invent their own play activities, can become dull very quickly, especially as children get older. Definition from Play England
Design for Play

Formal play space is defined as a collection of play equipment either natural or purchased from a play space
designer, (bespoke designed or off the shelf) all on the same specific location as part of a designed scheme
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Impact Absorbing Surfaces (IAS) Surfacing used primarily to mitigate the impact of falling from a height. Also
commonly referred to as safety or safer surfacing and known as Impact Attenuating Surfacing.
Informal oversight Informal oversight by passers-by or nearby properties such as houses or community centres. A
site has a good level of informal oversight by adults, for example views are unobstructed, site is in an area with
people frequently passing by or through, or in view of local housing or community buildings. Definition from Play England
Design for Play

Informal play space is defined as Individual or small numbers of items of play equipment made from materials
originated on the location e.g. Felled tree trunks, branches for den building, natural play opportunities of
landscaping, carved logs
Loved by the Community The process of creating successful play spaces, that meet the needs of children and the
communities they live in, will almost always need prospective users (and neighbours of the scheme) to articulate
their concerns as well as their needs and aspirations. A successful community engagement process will help create a
site that the community likes and which meets its needs. Definition from Play England Design for Play
Near to other facilities “Locating play spaces beside community facilities, such as libraries, adds value to these
facilities and can increase usage of the play space. In larger parks or open spaces, it can be helpful to locate play
spaces close to cafés or toilets, which help bring people into the park and make it feel safer and more sociable.”
Definition from Play England Design for Play

Play space A place that is designated primarily for children’s play, including playgrounds and recreation grounds.
(this term is used in preference to the term play area, which implies a more well-defined boundary, which is not
necessarily appropriate in all cases) Definition from Play England Design for Play
Play space in the best possible place Successful play spaces are located carefully ‘to be where children would play
naturally’ (Wheway, 2007) and away from dangerous roads, noise and pollution. No matter how well designed a play
space is, in the wrong location it will be neither used nor usable. While children often enjoy feeling as if they are
away from adult oversight, there is a fine balance between a space that is pleasantly secluded and one that is
remote and hidden away. Definition from Play England Design for Play
Play value & Environmental sustainability Good play spaces are designed and constructed using recycled or
sustainably sourced materials. Long-term maintenance and sustainability are also vitally important considerations in
the design process, but in successful play spaces do not overshadow the scheme’s play value and ability to meet the
play needs of children and young people. Good play spaces are designed and constructed bearing in mind
sustainability but they are not necessarily tidy, and bits of scrub or long grass, fallen leaves and twigs, may all provide
additional play opportunities. Definition from Play England Design for Play
Stretch / challenge themselves Children and young people need opportunities to experience challenge and
excitement in their play. Definition from Play England Design for Play
The public interest is defined in sections 16(8) & 39(2) of the Commons Act 2006 as including the public interest in
nature conservation, the conservation of the landscape, the protection of public rights of access to any area of land,
and the protection of archaeological remains and features of historic interest
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